particular interest are the hundreds of thousands of letters from the public, including letters reacting to the President's speeches, letters in support and opposition to the President's policies, and the famous "Clergy Letters": letters from over 100,000 members of the clergy responding to a 1935 letter from FDR asking for their observations of the success of the New Deal in their areas and seeking recommendations on how it could work better. Also included in this collection are transcripts of the nearly 1,000 press conferences FDR held during his presidency, which include candid assessments of policies and programs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt Papers, President's Secretary's Files, 1933-1945 (87 cu.ft.). Although a much smaller collection than the other main segments of the President's Papers, this collection is in some ways more important because it contains documents that FDR considered to be so sensitive, personal, confidential, or needed for ready reference that he asked they be filed in his secretary's office near the Oval Office rather than in the file room of the White House. Included are files on the departments and agencies of government containing correspondence with agency heads, reports on political or administrative problems, and issues requiring direct presidential action. Eleanor Roosevelt Papers, 1877-1964 (890 cu.ft.). This collection documents the life and career of this extraordinary First Lady and humanitarian. The White House Years materials are arranged in large series by nature of correspondence and then by name of correspondent and date. New Deal relevant resources within this collection include ER's correspondence with government departments urging action on behalf of particular individuals or seeking information or explanation of governmental actions; materials related to ER's unprecedented policy-based press conferences; trip files documenting ER's thousands of miles of travels across the country examining conditions and the effectiveness of New Deal programs; personal correspondence with important figures in the country and in the administration; the Requests for Material Assistance files in which average Americans tell of their plight and seek clothing, money, help finding a job, or just ER's sympathy; and the Speech and Article files, particularly ER's daily column "My Day" begin in late-1935 that served not only as a record of her activities but as a platform for her advocacy.
Louis McHenry Howe Official Papers, 1912-1936 (37 cu.ft.). FDR's most important political adviser, Howe also served as principal secretary to the President during the first term. Consequently, he was heavily involved in the establishment of many early New Deal programs (particularly the Civilian Conservation Corps), the appointment of key personnel to those agencies, and running political interference for the "Boss." Howe's papers reflect his intimate involvement in the administration at all levels. 
Marlene Park and Gerald E. Markowitz New Deal Art Research Collection (16 cu.ft.).
This collection contains the research files of these two authors used in producing their scholarly works New Deal for Art and Democratic Vistas. Included in the collection are documents provided to the authors by New Deal artists, exhibition catalogs and reports of the PWA and WPA/Fine Arts Project, copies of files from the National Archives and the New York City Art Commission Archives, files on projects arranged by state and town, photocopies of other scholarly works about New Deal arts projects, card files of artists' names and works, and black and white photo files (primarily from NARA).
Manuscript Collections-Economics and Finance:
Adolf A. Berle, Jr., 1912-1974 Papers (120 cu.ft.). An original member of FDR's Brains Trust that formulated the policies that would become the New Deal, Berle was an expert on corporations and corporate law and regulation. During the New Deal, he advised FDR on business issues, helped draft banking legislation, and served as counsel to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. , 1933-1955 (25 cu.ft. ). An economist and consumer advocate outside of government during the initial months of the New Deal, Henderson openly criticized the NRA's anticonsumer practices. This resulted in his being brought into the NRA's Research and Planning Division as special adviser on consumer affairs. His studies of the inefficiencies and unfairness of the NRA pricing codes would help bring the NRA into disfavor and ultimate abolishment. He remained in government as an economics adviser to FDR, investigating monopolistic practices, and playing a significant role in the adoption of Keynesian economic theories by the government. 
Leon Henderson Papers
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